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Kaon physics

• Kaons are the simplest system in which flavour physics effects can be studied. 
Historically, many discoveries have been made in the kaon sector:

• Indirect CP violation ( K0 mixing ) 

• GIM mechanism ( charm quark prediction )

• GIM suppression and hierarchical CKM matrix → flavour changing neutral current 
( FCNC)  transitions in the kaon sector are most suppressed (effects due to  b → d 
and b → s transitions are larger)  

• New physics (NP) may not be hierarchical so effects would be most visible in the 
kaon sector

Minimal Flavour Laboratory

Sensitive to new physics

Clean environment
• Kaon have simple decay topologies → clean experimental signatures

• Rare decay modes dominated by short distance contributions allow very accurate 
theoretical predictions
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NA62 2014
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RK lepton universality

Standard Model

 [Cirigliano, Rosell, PhysRevLett 99 (2007) 231801]

Beyond the Standard Model

 [Masiero, Paradisi, Petronzio PhysRevD 74 (2006) 011701]

RK =Ke2/Kµ2 beyond the SM
2HDM (incl. SUSY) - tree level:
K+ ! l+! can proceed via exchange of
charged Higgs H+ instead of W+

! ratio RK remains unchanged

Possible scenario, one loop level:
[Masiero, Paradisi, Petronzio, PRD 74 (2006) 011701]

’Loop effects are predicted to lead to lepton
flavour violating (LFV) couplings lH+!!
which give dominant contribution to !RK’
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• The Standard Model process is helicity supressed.

• Loop effects are predicted to lead to lepton flavour violating coupings lH+ντ which give dominant 
contribution to ΔRK

• At tree level, decay via charged Higgs, H+ 
instead of W+ leaves RK unchanged

• Loops with SUSY particles can modify RK 
by up to ~1%

radiative 
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RK numbers
0.04% relative error on 

Standard Model prediction

O(1%) enhancement from 
New Physics

1.2% relative error on 
World Average before NA62-RK

0.5% relative error on 
NA62-RK measurement

2010 PDG Average: RK = (2.493 ± 0.031) x 10-5

  [ JPhys G 37 (2010) 075021 ]
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9Measurement
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10Signal and background
Ke2 selectionKμ2 selection Ke2 backgrounds
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11Drift chambers

Spectrometer resolution

NA62 Collaboration / Physics Letters B 719 (2013) 326–336 331

Fig. 2. (a) Reconstructed squared missing mass in the electron mass hypothesis M2
miss(e) as a function of lepton momentum for Ke2 and Kµ2 decays (data). The wrong mass

assignment for the Kµ2 decays leads to the momentum-dependence of M2
miss(e). (b) E/p spectra of electrons and muons (data) measured from K ± ! !0e±" and Kµ2

decays. The part of the muon spectrum above E/p = 0.95 is for the muons traversing the Pb bar. The electron identification criterion applied for p > 25 GeV/c is indicated
with arrows.

(# = e,µ) are the kaon and lepton 4-momenta, with m# used
to assign the components of P# . P K is taken from the average
beam momenta, which are monitored with fully reconstructed
K ± ! !±!+!" decays. Fig. 2(a) shows the squared missing mass
M2

miss(e) evaluated in the electron hypothesis for Ke2 and Kµ2
events as a function of lepton momentum. A selection condition
"M2

1 < M2
miss(#) < M2

2 is applied. The limits M2
1 and M2

2 vary
across lepton momentum bins, taking into account the resolu-
tion on M2

miss(#), radiative tails and background conditions. M2
1

varies from 0.013 (GeV/c2)2 in the central region of the lepton
momentum range to 0.016 (GeV/c2)2 at low and high momenta.
Similarly, M2

2 varies from 0.010 to 0.013 (GeV/c2)2 for K ±(noPb)

samples and from 0.010 to 0.011 (GeV/c2)2 for K ±(Pb) samples.
The latter limits are stricter to compensate for the weaker photon
veto.

Lepton identification is based on the ratio E/p of energy depo-
sition in the LKr to momentum measured by the spectrometer, as
illustrated in Fig. 2(b). Charged particles are identified as electrons
if (E/p)min < E/p < 1.1, where (E/p)min = 0.95 for p > 25 GeV/c
and (E/p)min = 0.9 otherwise. The relaxed condition at low lepton
momentum is possible because backgrounds in the Ke2 sample due
to µ± and !± misidentification are rejected kinematically in that
momentum range (as seen for the Kµ2 background in Fig. 2(a)).
For (E/p)min = 0.95, this criterion leads to an electron identifica-
tion e!ciency fe > 99% and a probability of misidentifying a muon
as an electron of # 4 $ 10"6. Charged particles with E/p < 0.85
are classified as muons; the corresponding muon identification in-
e!ciency is negligible (1 " fµ % 3 $ 10"5).

3.3. Backgrounds

3.3.1. Muon halo background in the K#2 samples
The rate and kinematical distribution of the muon-halo-induced

backgrounds are qualitatively reproduced by a dedicated simula-
tion. However, the precision of this simulation is limited by the
uncertainties on the fringe fields of the beam line magnets. There-
fore, these backgrounds have been measured directly by recon-
structing the K +

#2 (K "
#2) decay candidates from control samples

of positive (negative) tracks collected with the positive (nega-
tive) beam blocked, as described in Section 2. The control sam-
ples used for background subtraction in the four independent K#2
signal samples are mutually exclusive, leading to independent sta-
tistical uncertainties. These samples are normalised to have the

same numbers of muon events with "0.3 (GeV/c2)2 < M2
miss(µ) <

"0.1 (GeV/c2)2 as the data (such events are not compatible with
a kaon decay and can only arise from a halo muon).

As a cross-check, the backgrounds in the Ke2 samples have also
been evaluated with a hybrid MC technique, using the measured
spatial, angular and momentum distributions of the halo muons
and simulating their decays (µ± ! e±"e"µ) assuming unpolarised
muons, as the polarisation is unknown. The results agree with
those obtained from the direct measurements.

The non-zero probability of reconstructing a Ke2 candidate due
to the decay of an opposite sign kaon enhances the halo back-
ground estimates for the Ke2 samples. The effect is more pro-
nounced for the K " samples because the ratio of the K + to K "

beam fluxes is # 2. A K ± decay must result in at least three
charged daughter particles to produce an opposite sign parti-
cle. Contributions from K ± ! !0

D#±" , K ± ! !±!0
D and K ± !

#±"e+e" [12] decays (where # = e,µ, and !0
D ! e+e"$ denotes

the Dalitz decay) have been identified and subtracted using MC
simulations. The corresponding correction to the final result is neg-
ligible: %R K /R K # 10"4.

In addition to being charge asymmetric (as explained in Sec-
tion 1.1 and shown in Fig. 1(a), (b)), the muon halo background
is left–right asymmetric (as illustrated in Fig. 1(c) for the K "

e2
sample), and therefore depends on the polarity of the spectrom-
eter magnetic field. To reduce the combined statistical uncertainty
of the halo background estimates, almost equal samples of signal
and control data were taken with each spectrometer polarity. The
residual polarity imbalance was corrected by assigning weights to
the control samples.

As control data have been collected mostly without the Pb bar,
parts of these K ±(noPb) samples are used to estimate background
in the K ±(Pb) signal samples by reducing the geometrical accep-
tance as described in Section 3.2. This minimises the overall sta-
tistical uncertainty. The background to signal ratio in the region
covered by the Pb bar is lower than in the region outside the Pb
bar due its geometrical localisation. Therefore the backgrounds in
the K ±(Pb) samples are higher than those in the K ±(noPb) sam-
ples.

The K#2 selection procedure and geometrical acceptance are
time-dependent due to the variations of the beam geometry and
the presence of temporarily masked groups of LKr cells. This im-
plies a possible difference in geometrical acceptance between con-
trol samples (recorded with blocked beam) and signal samples

Kinematic separation
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<100μm Average space point 
resolution in x and y

Magnet
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Liquid krypton calorimeter
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• Subsample of data taken with a 9.2 X0  Pb bar between HOD’s

• Allows collection of electron free samples

• Correct method bias ( ionization loss at low p, bremsstrahlung at high p) with GEANT 4

13Muon Misidentification
Catastrophic 

bremsstrahlung
in or in front of LKr

E/p > 0.95
Muon ID’d as electron

332 NA62 Collaboration / Physics Letters B 719 (2013) 326–336

Fig. 3. (a) Misidentification probability for muons traversing the lead bar, P Pb
µe , for (E/p)min = 0.95 as a function of momentum: measurement (solid circles with error bars;

the uncertainties are uncorrelated) and simulation (solid line). (b) Correction factors fPb = Pµe/P Pb
µe evaluated by a simulation for the two specified values of (E/p)min.

Dotted lines in both plots indicate the estimated systematic uncertainties arising from the simulation. The correlation of the latter uncertainties across the momentum values
leads to a consistent shift of the MC band with respect to the measurements; the data/MC agreement validates the assigned systematic uncertainties.

(recorded with beam). The choice of control samples, selection and
reconstruction procedures have been optimised to minimise these
differences.

Uncertainties on the muon halo background estimates are due
to the limited size of the control samples, the uncertainty of their
normalisation caused by decays of beam kaons and pions upstream
of the decay volume, and the time dependence of the geometrical
acceptance.

3.3.2. Kµ2 background in the Ke2 sample
The Kµ2 background results mainly from muon misidentifica-

tion (E/p > 0.95) due to ‘catastrophic’ bremsstrahlung in or im-
mediately in front of the LKr calorimeter. It has been addressed
by a dedicated measurement of the misidentification probability
Pµe based on samples of muons from Kµ2 decays traversing the
Pb bar collected simultaneously with the K ±

!2(Pb) data samples.
These samples are statistically independent from the signal Kµ2
samples, as the Pb bar region is excluded from the geometrical
acceptance, as discussed in Section 3.2. As noted in Section 2,
electrons passing through the Pb bar have a probability of only
! 5 " 10#5 of being identified. Thus samples of misidentified
muons traversing the Pb bar are electron-free for all practical pur-
poses. However, the misidentification probability (P Pb

µe) for a muon
traversing the Pb bar differs from the probability (Pµe) for an un-
intercepted muon because of ionisation energy loss (dominant at
low momentum) and bremsstrahlung (dominant at high momen-
tum).

To evaluate the corresponding momentum-dependent correc-
tion factor fPb = Pµe/P Pb

µe to the measured probability P Pb
µe for

muons traversing the Pb bar, a dedicated MC simulation based
on Geant4 (version 9.2) [13] has been developed to describe the
propagation of muons downstream of the spectrometer involving
all electromagnetic processes including muon bremsstrahlung ac-
cording to Ref. [14]. The LKr calorimeter reconstruction has been
optimised for showers initiated by electrons and photons and
starting near its front surface, whereas showers initiated by muon
bremsstrahlung start throughout the detector volume. The corre-
sponding systematic uncertainties on Pµe and P Pb

µe from the sim-
ulation due to energy calibration and cluster reconstruction have
been estimated to be 10% of their values. However, the uncertainty
on the ratio fPb = Pµe/P Pb

µe is significantly smaller (" fPb/ fPb = 2%)
due to a cancellation of the main systematic effects. Moreover,
fPb has low sensitivity to the model of muon bremsstrahlung

cross-section used. The measurements of P Pb
µe in momentum bins

compared to the results of the MC simulation and the correction
factors fPb obtained by the simulation, along with the estimated
systematic uncertainties of the simulated values, are shown in
Fig. 3.

The Kµ2 background contamination due to muon misidentifica-
tion has been computed using the geometrical acceptance eval-
uated by simulation, the measured P Pb

µe and the correction for
the effect of the Pb bar, fPb, evaluated from the simulation de-
scribed above. The uncertainty on the background estimate comes
from the limited size of the data sample used to measure P Pb

µe
and the uncertainty " fPb of the MC correction fPb for ionisation
and bremsstrahlung in the Pb bar. Moreover, the positive corre-
lation between the reconstructed M2

miss(e) and E/p, which are
both computed using the reconstructed track momentum, leads to
an apparent dependence of Pµe on M2

miss(e). The corresponding
correction is based on the knowledge of the muon energy deposi-
tion spectrum in the vicinity of E/p = 1; its model dependence
leads to an additional systematic uncertainty on the Kµ2 back-
ground. The stability of the result with respect to variations in
the lepton identification procedure was checked as discussed in
Ref. [8].

The Kµ2 decay also contributes to the background via µ± $
e±#e#µ decays in flight. This background has been evaluated with
a MC simulation. Energetic forward secondary electrons compati-
ble with Ke2 kinematics and topology are strongly suppressed by
muon polarisation effects and are further suppressed by radiative
corrections to the muon decay [15]. The background from muon
track association with accidental LKr clusters has been measured
to be negligible.

3.3.3. K ± $ e±#$ background in the Ke2 sample
The definition of R K includes IB but excludes structure-depend-

ent (SD) radiation [1]. The SD+ (positive photon helicity) com-
ponent of the K ± $ e±#$ process peaks at high electron mo-
mentum in the K ± rest frame (E%

e & MK /2) [12]; it is therefore
kinematically similar to Ke2 decay. It can contribute to the back-
ground if the photon escapes the acceptance of the LKr calorimeter.
The background has been estimated by a MC simulation based on
the measured K ± $ e±#$ (SD+) differential decay rate in the
kinematic region E%

e > 200 MeV [7]. The main uncertainty on this
estimate is due to the limited experimental precision on the decay
rate.

P( Mis-ID)
GEANT4

 Correction FactorsLead bar excluded 
geometrically from 

data taking samples

HOD(V)
HOD(H)

LKr

Lead bar



14Data samples
4 detector

configurations K+/ K- lead bar / no lead bar

10 momentum
bins

Acceptance and background 
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efficiency in ELKr trigger
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increase at high p

40 independent
measurements
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15Result
 [PhysLettB 719 (2013) 326]

RK = (2.488± 0.010)⇥ 10�5

RK = (2.488± 0.007stat. ± 0.007syst.)⇥ 10�5Source δRK(10-5)
Statistics 0.007

Kμ2 bkg 0.004
Ke2γ SD+ bkg 0.002
Ke3, ππ0 bkg 0.003

Muon halo bkg 0.002
Material budget 0.002

Acceptance corr 0.002
DCH alignment 0.001

Electron ID 0.001
LKr readout eff 0.001

Total 0.010

�2

ND.O.F
=

47

39
(P = 18%)
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17The golden modes
• Theoretically clean handle on CKM matrix unitarity:

K+ → π+νν
KL → π 0νν

|V*tsVtd|
Im(V*tsVtd)

• Standard Model predictions:

Error on input parameters ‘Pure theory’ errors

• New physics: large ( O(10%) ) deviations from SM possible in many NP models

BR(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) = (7.81+0.80
�0.71 ± 0.29)⇥ 10�11

BR(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄) = (2.43+0.40
�0.37 ± 0.06)⇥ 10�11

[Brod, Gorbahn, Stamou, PhysRevD 83 (2011) 034030]
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Existing measurement
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FIG. 5: Schematic side (a) and end (b) views of the upper half of the E949 detector. Illustrated

in this figure, an incoming K+ that traverses all the beam instruments, stops in the target and

undergoes the decay K+ ! !+!0. The outgoing !+ and one photon from !0 ! "" are also shown.

The detector elements and acronyms are described in detail in the text.

made of 2/3 of an interaction length of platinum (6 cm along the beam direction), and was

located on a water-cooled copper base. At the typical AGS running condition 65 Tp on

the production target per 2.2 s spill, the maximum target temperature was measured to be

"700!C.

The Low Energy Separated Beam [64] (LESB III) collected and transported K+’s emitted

at 0! (along with 500 !+’s and 500 protons per K+), and momentum-selected by the first

dipole magnet. Two electro-magneto-static separators swept !+’s and protons out of the K+

beam axis. The resulting beam was further selected by a second dipole magnet. LESB III

had a total length of 19.6 m from the production target to the E949 target with an angular

acceptance of 12 msr and a momentum acceptance of 4.5% FWHM at a mean momentum of

710 MeV/c. During most of the 2002 running period the first separator voltage was lowered

from the standard voltage of 600 kV to "250 kV due to high voltage discharges. Under

these conditions a K+ : !+ ratio in the beam of 3:1 was achieved with a 40% loss in K+ flux

(typically E787 ran with 4:1). Proton contamination was suppressed to a negligible level by

the separators. At the same typical AGS running condition described previously, 1.3 # 107

K+’s were transported through the beam line.

The typical conditions during the 2002 run had 3.5#106 K+’s entering the E949 target

every spill. This corresponded to a rate of 1.6#106 K+’s/sec during the 2.2 sec spill. The

e!ective spill length was actually 8% shorter (2.0 sec) due to some residual modulation of

16
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undergoes the decay K+ ! !+!0. The outgoing !+ and one photon from !0 ! "" are also shown.
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K+’s were transported through the beam line.

The typical conditions during the 2002 run had 3.5#106 K+’s entering the E949 target

every spill. This corresponded to a rate of 1.6#106 K+’s/sec during the 2.2 sec spill. The

e!ective spill length was actually 8% shorter (2.0 sec) due to some residual modulation of
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[ PhysRevD 77 (2008) 052003 ]

7 observed 
events

2.6 expected 
background

BR(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) = (1.73+1.15
�1.05)⇥ 10�10
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NA62 numbers
10% relative error on 

Standard Model prediction

O(10%) enhancement from 
New Physics

60% relative error on
measurement by E787/E949

10% relative error on 
NA62 measurement (SM)
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The beamline 21

Searches for rare and forbidden decays with NA62 – M. Moulson (Frascati) – DPF 2013 – Santa Cruz – 16 August 2013!

Primary SPS proton beam:!
•  p = 400 GeV protons!
•  3 × 1012 protons/pulse (3× NA48/2)!
•  Duty factor ~ 0.3!

Expect similar to 4.8s/16.8 s duty cycle for NA48/2!
Simultaneous beam delivery to LHC!

High-intensity, unseparated secondary beam!
• Momentum selection chosen to optimize K decays!
•  p = 75 GeV (1.4× more K+ than NA48/2)!
•  Δp/p ~ 1% (3× smaller than NA48/2)!
•  Beam acceptance 12.7 μstr (32× NA48/2)!

12!

K12 high-intensity K+ beamline!

4.5 × 1012 K+ decays/yr = 45× NA48/2!

Decay volume!
•  60 m long, starting at z = 102 m from target!
•  10% of K+ decay in FV (βγcτ = 560 m)!

Total rate!
750 MHz!

525 MHz π 
170 MHz p 
45 MHz K 

400 GeV/c proton 
momentum

75 GeV/c kaon 
momentum 1% momentum 

bite (Δp/p)

750 MHz
total rate

60m 10%

Primary SPS Beam

High intensity, unseparated secondary beam

Decay volume

decay volume length 
(βγcτ = 560 m)

K+ decaying in 
fiducial volume

0.3 duty 
cycle

π 71%
p 23%
K  6%



22NA62 detector

Searches for rare and forbidden decays with NA62 – M. Moulson (Frascati) – DPF 2013 – Santa Cruz – 16 August 2013!

The NA62 experiment at the SPS!

Large angle photon vetoes!
OPAL lead glass!

Forward γ veto!
NA48 LKr!

RICH µ/π ID!
1 atm Ne!

 !

Dipole spectrometer!
4 straw-tracker stations!

11!

µ veto 
Fe/scint!

Charged 
veto!

Beam tracking!
Si pixels, 3 stations!

Differential Cerenkov 
for K+ ID in beam! γ veto !

γ veto !

4 m
!

 !

 !

KTAG!
CHANTI!

LAV! RICH! MUV!

GIGATRACKER!

STRAW! LKr!

IRC!

SAC!

0! 50! 100! 150! 200! 250 m!

Fiducial volume ~60m!
10−6 mbar!

5 MHz K+ decays!

~1013
K+ decays

~100
signal events

<20
BG events



23Signal selection

Track

Particle ID

Photon veto

Kinematics

Beam K+ ID’d 
in KTAG

Track matched 
in GTK

No veto from 
CHANTI

1 track reconstructed 
in STRAW

π+ ID’d 
in RICH

Calorimeter signals  (CHOD, LKr, 
MUV1-3) compatible with π+

No γ like 
clusters in LKr

No γ like signals  in 
LAVs, IRC, SAC

Decay vertex in first 
60m of decay volume

Pion momentum
15 < pπ < 35 GeV/c



24Background levels
Decay events / year
K+→π+νν [SM] 45
K+→π+π0 5
K+→μ+ν 1
K+→π+π+π- < 1
other 3 track decays < 1
K+→π+π0γ (IB) 1.5
K+→μ+νγ (IB) 0.5
K+→π0e+(μ+)ν, others negligible
Total background < 10



Experimental status25

Installing or
Installed
KTAG

LAV (8/12)
LKr
SAC

Old CHOD

Under 
construction

CHANTI
STRAWS

RICH
IRC
MUV

Gigatracker



262012 Technical Run
Partially equipped detector

KTAG 50%
1/2 Straw 

tracker station

CHOD

LKr
30% readout

MUV
2-3

K+→π+π0 studies
subdetector 
correlation

timing 
resolutions efficiencies



27Timing correlations
TKTAG

-
TLkr

TCHOD
-

TKTAG

TMUV3
-

TKTAG

TMUV2
-

TKTAG

Giuseppe Ruggiero - KAON 2013 2501/05/2013

 = 3.4 ns = 450 ps

 = 410 ps = 360 ps

Timing Correlations



28L (F|N) V sensitivity
Examples:

π+μ+e- π+μ-e+ π-μ+e+ π-e+e+ π-μ+μ+

Approx. NA62 single event sensitivity

NA62 approx. acceptance

existing limits

π+μ+e- π+μ-e+ π-μ+e+ π-e+e+ π-μ+μ+

u

s

u

d

NP e-

μ+

- -K+ π+

u

s-

νMAJ

μ+ μ+

d

u-
W

W
K+ π-

Di-lepton triggers
any charge : any flavour

LFV

LNV

Assuming flat phase space
10�13
10�12
10�11
10�10
10�9
10�8

0%
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%



29L (F|N) V sensitivity

Approx. NA62 single event sensitivity

NA62 approx. acceptance

existing limits

μ-νe+e+ e-νμ+μ+ π0→μe

μ-νe+e+ e-νμ+μ+ π0→μe4 lepton events
u

μ+

W
K+

-s

e-

μ+

ν

NP

π0 decays
From K+→π+π0

Branching 
Fraction 21%

Assuming flat phase space
10�13
10�12
10�11
10�10
10�9
10�8
10�7

0%
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
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L ( F|N) V limits summary

Mode UL at 90% CL Experiment Reference NA62 SES

K+→π+μ+e- 1.3 x 10-11 E777 / E865 [PhysRevD 72 (2005) 012005] 4 x 10-13

K+→π+μ-e+ 5.2 x 10-10 7 x 10-13

K+→π-μ+e+ 5.0 x 10-10 E865 [PhysRevLett 72 (2005) 2877] 7 x 10-13

K+→π-e+e+ 5.0 x 10-10 2 x 10-12

K+→π-μ+μ+ 1.1 x 10-9 NA48/2 [PhysLettB 697 (2011) 107] 4 x 10-13

K+→μ+νe+e+ 2 x 10-8 Geneva-Saclay [PhysLett 62B (1976) 485] 4 x 10-12

K+→e-νμ+μ+ - - - 1 x 10-12

π0→μe 3.6 x 10-10 KTeV [PhysRevLett 100 (2008) 131803] 2 x 10-11

}



31Timetable NA62 timeline

27
E. Goudzovski / CLFV / Lecce, 7 May 2013

Dec 2008

NA62 
approved

Detector design, construction

and installation

2018�201920152009�2012 2017

Oct 2012

Technical

Run

2013�2014

LHC
LS1

Oct 2014

1st Physics
Test Run

2016

LHC
LS2Physics      Physics Physics

� 5 years of construction interleaved with a Technical Run in October 2012

� First Run with full detector in 2014

� Plan 3 physics data taking runs before LHC Long Shutdown 2 (LS2)

today

Technical 
Run

October 2014
1st Physics Test Run

( 2 months : low intensity)

Physics Physics Physics

LHC LS1 LHC LS2



32Conclusions
2007 RK analysis
New measurement consistent with Standard Model
Further studies possible: sterile ν, medium-rare decays

2014 K+→π+νν
On track for 10% measurement of branching ratio
Prospects for a wide rare and forbidden decay programme
Kaon flux in 2014 ~ few % of nominal flux
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spares
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NA62-RK
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Previous RK measurements

• 1972 Bevatron: RK = (2.42 ± 0.42) x 10-5  [ PhysRevLett 29 (1972) 1274 ]

• 1975 CERN PS: RK = (2.37 ± 0.17) x 10-5  [ PhysLett B 55 (1975) 327 ]

• 1976 CERN PS (improved): RK = (2.51 ± 0.15) x 10-5  [PhysLett B 60 (1976) 302]

• 2009 KLOE: RK = 2.493 ± 0.025stat ± 0.019syst x 10-5  [EurPhysJ C65 (2010) 703]

2008 PDG Average: RK = (2.447 ± 0.109) x 10-5

  [ PhysLett B 667 (2008) 1 ]

2010 PDG Average: RK = (2.493 ± 0.031) x 10-5

  [ JPhys G 37 (2010) 075021 ]



Kaon facilities : highlights

Measured direct CP violation parameters in 2π decays of 
neutral kaons [PhysRevD 82 (2011) 092001]

KTeV
Upcoming experiment to measure K+→π+νν from stopped 
kaons. Aiming for 5% measurement [arXiv:1305.7245v1]

Orka

E949
Made the first observation of K+→π+νν using stopped 
kaons [PhysRevLett 101 (2008 ) 191802]

KLOE (2)
Studies kaon physics at a φ factory at the DAφNE e+e= 
collider [arXiv:1002.2572]
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Sterile neutrinos
K+→μ+ν reconstructed mν2

GeV2 MeV
M

ixin
g 

m
atr

ix 
ele

m
en

t

Existing limits

Peak search

10-10

10-9

10-8

10-7

10-6

10-5

10-4

 100  150  200  250  300  350  400

NA62
target

beam haloμ+ν
π+π+π-π0μ+ν Big bang nucleosynthesis

Peaks Decays

ONGOING STUDY

π0π+
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Golden Mode 
Theory
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K→πνν theory

• Theoretical cleanness comes from hard (power like) GIM suppression.

• Theoretical error is now dominated by parametric errors, after a complete analysis of two-loop electroweak 
contributions. [Brod, Gorbahn, Stamou, PhysRevD 83 (2011) 034030]

Standard Model

BR(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) = +(1 +�EM )

"✓
Im(�t)

�5
Xt

◆2

+

✓
Re(�t)

�5
Xt +

Re(�c)

�
(Pc + �Pc,u)

◆2
#

hadronic matrix element from 
BR(Ke3) via isospin rotation

long distance 
EM corrections

top loop contributions dominate 
(maximum CKM suppression)

charm quark contributions
short distance long distance

Soft (logarithmic) GIM
s d

u,c
e+

e-
γ

Hard (power like) GIM
⇠ ln

MW

mi

• Large long distance up 
quark contributions

s d
u,c,t ν

ν
Z

⇠ m2
i

M2
W

ln
MW

mi

• Up quark contributions 
suppressed.

� = Vus

�c = V ⇤
csVcd

�t = V ⇤
tsVtdBR(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄) = L

✓
Im(�t)

�5
Xt

◆2



40CKM and CPV
B
R
(K

L
!

⇡
0
⌫
⌫̄
)

ρ

η

BR(K +

!
⇡ +
⌫⌫̄)

charm

V ⇤td V
ts

I
m
(V

⇤ td
V
ts
)

0

@
Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb

1

A =

0

@
1� �2/2 � A�3(⇢� i⌘)

�� 1� �2/2 A�2

A�3(1� ⇢+ i⌘) �A�2 1

1

A+O(�4)



41Experiment vs theory

[ CKM2010 arXiv:1012.3893]
D. Straub

11

- Interference SD-LD fixed from the operator evolution, to be confirmed 
experimentally with                       and/or              .

µ µLK + !"

π ννK + +"

K#

0

0

0

:

17

:

3.3

:

5

π νν

π

π µ µ
.4

L

L

L

K

K e e

K

$

$

$

+ !

+ !"

<

<

<

"

"

- For                      : large error due to                               , only upper bound
for the contribution corresponding to the range 1 - 3 GeV.

$

%

theory
exp.

B. Where do we stand?

Patterns 2/7

µ µLK + !" γγ µ µLK + !" "

π γγK + +" Gerard,Trine,C.S ‘05

Isidori,Unterdorfer ‘04

1Q
0π γγSK "

[ CKM2008]
C. Smith

MFV Minimal Flavour 
Violation

All CPV from 
CKM matrix

[Buras, Andrzej ActaPhysPolonB B34 (2003) 5615]

Standard Model
Two Higgs Doublet Models
MSSM with minimal flavour violation Be

yo
nd

 M
SM

Little Higgs model 
with T-ParityLHT

[ActaPhysPolonB
 41 (2010) 657]

RSc Randall-Sundrum 
with custodial protection

Standard Model with 
extra generationSM4

[JHEP 1009 (2010) 106]

[JHEP 0903 (2009) 108]

Buras et al

Albrecht et al

Blanke et al
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Grossman-Nir Bound
BR(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) = +|⇠X � P(u,c)|2

BR(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄) = L Im(⇠X)2

One complex 
number: X

Im z  |z|

After corrections, this 
gives an upper limit 

on the ratio

For all complex numbers:
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NA62 Detector



Beam

KTAG Differential Cherenkov 
counter

100 ps timing 
resolution

Non 
destructive  

PID

Original CEDAR-W design

New readout

Suppress beam-gas interaction backgrounds

CHANTI Charged anti-particle 
counter

Reject events with inelastic scattering in the GTK
Tag beam halo muons near beam axis

50 MHz kaon 
rate



Tracking detectors

STRAW vacuum operated 
straw tracker

0.32% ⊕ 0.008%p
momentum resolution

20-50 μrad
θKπ angular resolution

views per 
chamber

 

• Capability to veto events with multiple charged 
particles 

• Sufficient level arm between the four chambers 
allowing to re-use the exiting dipole magnet.   
 !

a) X Coordinate View b) Y Coordinate View

c) U Coordinate View d) Overlay of four Views  
 

Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of the four "views" that compose each straw 
chamber. a) the X-coordinate view with vertical straws, b) Y-coordinate view 
with horizontal straws, c) the U-coordinate view (the V-coordinate view is 
rotate by 90 degrees compared U-Coordinate), d) A full chambers consisting  
of the X,Y,U and V views; the active area of the chamber covers a diameter of 
2.1m. The gap near the middle of each layer is kept free for the beam passage. 

From these constrains follow the main requirements of the 
detector:  

• Spatial resolution ! 130 µm per coordinate and ! 
80µm per space point 

• ! 0.5% of a radiation length (X0) for each chamber 

• Installation inside the vacuum tank  (P = 10-5 mbar) 
with minimum gas load for the vacuum system 

• For straws near the beam, operation in a high rate 
environment  (up to 40 kHz/cm, and up to 500 
kHz/Straw), contribute as multiplicity veto to the 
trigger 

B. Straw layout  
The straw layout in a section of one view is shown in Fig. 3. 

To solve the right-left ambiguity, each view has four layers. 
There are 112 straws in each layer and the distance between 
the straws in one layer is 17.6 mm. It is enough to guarantee at 
least two hits per view and be efficient for track angles from   
-3 to 3 degrees.  
 

 
 

Fig. 3.  Straw layout in one view (from left to right is the beam direction). 
The distance between the straws in one layer is 17.6mm. 

C. Straw manufacturing 
A dedicated machine for straw production has been 

designed and constructed to manufacture the 7168 straws (see 
Fig. 4 left below). An ultrasound head with movable fixation 
at the frame (Fig. 4 right top) and anvil for straw welding (Fig. 
4 right bottom) were designed and constructed to obtain a 
good quality of weld seam and to minimize differences in 
straw diameter. A detailed view of the seam is shown in   Fig. 
5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. A new machine for straw production (left), new ultrasound head 
(right top) and anvil (right bottom). 

After manufacturing, each straw is equipped with glued end 
plugs and leak tested. All measurements are individually 
recorded in a logbook where all straw characteristics are 
stored like material, manufacturing date, inner diameter, etc. A 
unique serial number is allocated to every straw tube and a 
complete feedback is readable at any moment of the detector 
assembly. 

 
 
 

1915

Match downstream pions to incoming kaons

hybrid pixel 
detectorK+ Gigatracker

15 μrad0.2% momentum 
resolution

angular
resolution

K+→π+π0 kinematic rejection factor 
(via  a cut on m2miss)5x103

Measure momentum of secondaries

Limited by:
multiple scattering tails
Pile up in Gigatracker

[GeV]

24 staggered planes per view to 
resolve L/R ambiguity



Particle identification

pico seconds

 μ rejection
( for K→μν )

RICH Ring imaging 
Cherenkov detector

100 timing 
resolution 10-2π/μ separation 

inefficency for 
15 < pπ < 35 GeV10-2

Neon radiator 2000 single 
anode PMTs

10-7 μ/π separation required to 
suppress K→μν background

μ rejection 
inefficiency

Fe/scintillator 
hadron calorimeter

MUV1-2
10-5

LKr Liquid Krypton 
calorimeter

EM / hadronic clusters discrimination



Hermetic Photon vetoing

108 π0 rejection required to 
suppress K+→π+π0

pπ+ 
< 35 GeV/c

Eπ0 
> 40 GeV

LAV Large angle 
vetoes

10-4 maximum inefficiency 
at 200 MeV

Lead glass block 
EM calorimeter

x12

LKr Liquid krypton as  
a photon veto

Eγ (GeV) 2.5-5.5 5.5-7.5 7.5-10 >10

1-ε (90% CL) < 10-3 < 10-4 < 5x10-5 < 8x10-6

IRC SAC
Lkr

MUV
1&2

Iron Magnet
Beam

MUV
3

Inner Ring Calorimeter
Small Angle Calorimeter

81.2% 2γ in forward 
vetoes 18.6% 1γ in forward 

vetoes, 1γ in LAVS 0.2% 1γ in LAVS
1γ out of geometrical acceptance

1-ε < 10-4 at 5 GeV



The NA62 Detector Information

Proposal: CERN-SPSC-2005-013

Technical design: NA62-10-07

NA62

AIPConfProc 1412 ( 2011) 161

NSS/MIC 2012 IEEE 2053

RICH

JINST 5 ( 2010) C12053

NSS/MIC 2010 IEEE 1914

STRAW

JINST 8 ( 2013) C01020

NSS/MIC 2010 IEEE 852

LAV

CEDAR: CERN-82-13

KTAG

JINST 7 (2012) C03030

PoS VERTEX (2010) 40

GigaTracker

JINST 6 (2011) C12017

NA48: NuclInstMeth A 574 ( 2007) 433

Lkr
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NA62 Trigger 
Data Acquisition



50Trigger and data acquisition

KTAG

GTK

CHANTI

LAV

STRAW

RICH

CHOD

MUV

LKR

L0TP L2 PCsL1 PCs
~10 MHz ~100 kHz O(kHz)~1 MHz

L0 trigger primitive

L0 trigger

data

L1:
Single detector PCs

L2:
Correlated detector 
information



51K+→π+νν trigger
QN

at least N
CHOD quadrants

LKRN(x) at least N Lkr clusters 
with E > x GeV

MUVN
hits in a least N 
MUV3 pads

CHOD

LKr MUV3

L0 trigger:
Q1 !(MUV1) LKr1

Important to 
reject Kμ2 events

∩ ∩



52Di-lepton Triggers
640 kHz total

3-track rate

QN
at least N
CHOD quadrants

LKRN(x) at least N Lkr clusters 
with E > x GeV

MUVN
hits in a least N 
MUV3 pads

can’t collect all 
three track decays

CHOD

LKr MUV3

ee pair μe pair μμ pair
Q2

LKR2(15)
Q2

LKR1(15)
MUV1

Q2
MUV2

10’s kHz lepton pair 
L0 rate

Dominated by K+→π+π+π-


